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Abstract. The Internet of Things plays a central role in the foreseen shift of the
Internet to the Future Internet, as it incarnates the drastic expansion of the Internet network with non-classical ICT devices. It will further be a major source
of evolution of usage, due to the penetration in the user’s life. As such, we envision that the Internet of Things will cooperate with the Internet of Services to
provide users with services that are aware of their surrounding environment. The
supporting service-oriented middleware shall then abstract the functionalities of
Things as services as well as provide the needed interoperability and flexibility, through a loose coupling of components and composition of services. Still,
core functionalities of the middleware, namely service discovery and composition, need to be revisited to meet the challenges posed by the Internet of Things.
Challenges in particular relate to the ultra large scale, heterogeneity and dynamics of the Internet of Things that are far beyond the ones of today’s Internet of
Services. In addition, new challenges also arise, pertaining to the physical-world
aspect that is central to the IoT. In this paper, we survey the major challenges
posed to service-oriented middleware towards sustaining a service-based Internet
of Things, together with related state of the art. We then concentrate on the specific solutions that we are investigating within the INRIA ARLES project team as
part of the CHOReOS European project, discussing new approaches to overcome
the challenges particular to the Internet of Things.

1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is characterized by the integration of large numbers of
real-world objects (or things) onto the Internet, with the aim of turning high-level interactions with the physical world into a matter as simple as is interacting with the virtual
world today. As such, two types of devices that will play a key role in the IoT are sensors
and actuators.
In fact, such devices are already seeing widespread adoption in the highly-localized
systems within our cars, mobile phones, laptops, home appliances, etc. In their current
incarnation, however, sensors and actuators are used for little more than low-level inferences and basic services. This is partly due to their highly specialized domains (signal
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processing, estimation theory, robotics, etc.), which demand application programmers
to assume the role of domain experts, and partly due to a glaring lack of interconnectivity between all the different devices.
To be truly useful, sensors and actuators must be ubiquitous rather than constrained
to an area around a small set of personal devices, such as a mobile phone or a car. This
translates to having a network with a massive number of things, spread over a large
area — until it covers the entire world. But as the number of sensors and actuators in a
network grows to millions and even billions, interoperability, scalability, and flexibility
challenges arise. Many of these challenges are, at the surface, the same as those already
observed in the existing Internet. However, as we contend later in this paper, these challenges are often significantly different when taking into consideration the complexity
of handling physical-world information, especially at never-before-seen scales.
The goal of this paper is to discuss these challenges and propose new directions
for solutions at the middleware layer. Throughout this discussion, we take a serviceoriented view by abstracting a thing as a software service that also has a physical side:
that is, things sense/actuate the physical world, and they carry physical attributes such
as location and orientation in space. We start in Section 2 by stating what in our view
are the foremost challenges of the IoT. Then, Section 3 surveys the existing IoT middleware in the literature. Section 4 continues by presenting an overview of our envisioned
service-oriented middleware for the IoT, which aims to address the challenges posed
by the IoT by leveraging well-studied characteristics of physical phenomena. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Challenges
Many of the challenges related to the Internet of Things are directly inherited from
the existing Internet. However, when factoring in the massive scale of the IoT with the
intricacies of handling the physical-world information (something that is not considered in the traditional Internet), we find that even some of the most commonly-studied
challenges of the Internet appear with significant differences in their IoT manifestation.
In the discussion below, we describe those challenges that stand out, using minimalistic examples in an effort to pinpoint the fundamental cause of each of them. Note,
however, that real-world uses of the IoT will no doubt be much more complex. As a result, these challenges will appear not in isolation, but rather as any number of different
combination thereof. What we search is a system that can address these even when they
occur simultaneously.
1. Scale—When performing a sensing or actuation task that pertains to millions of
Sensors or Actuators (S&A), it is often infeasible to coordinate every one of the
required devices due to constraints such as time, memory, processing power, and
energy consumption. To put this into perspective, consider the simple case of an
application that requires to know the average air temperature on the city of Paris at
this very moment. The answer to this query can be “easily” found by calculating
the mean value of the set of temperature readings of all the thermometer-carrying
devices in the region. However, if there are millions of such devices in Paris, then
this set of temperature readings quickly grows unmanageable. Thus even a simplelooking query such as this often leads to unattainable results when the massive
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scale of the IoT is factored in. In this example, the solution taken by a domain expert might be to approximate the average temperature by selecting a small sample
of temperatures uniformly-distributed within the city, using the well-known equations for the sampling distribution of the mean to calculate the optimal sample size.
However, how can an IoT middleware bypass the need for a human expert in the
loop, and perform this probabilistic sensor selection on its own?
2. Deep Heterogeneity—An important aspect of the IoT that is usually not emphasized enough is that services representing things are much more heterogeneous
than typical services on the current Internet. For one, due to cost considerations,
new sensing/actuating hardware will often not replace older generations in alreadydeployed networks — rather, different generations of devices will operate alongside
one another. Likewise, it is probable that the future Internet will be composed of
numerous sensor/actuator networks deployed by distinct entities, for distinct reasons. In all of these cases, these networks are bound to contain devices from an
assortment of vendors, with highly varying sensing/actuating characteristics, such
as error distributions, sampling rates, spatial resolution, and so on. All of these parameters (including functional and non-functional properties) lead to a deep heterogeneity that makes S&A networks extremely hard to work with, even for experts.
And as networks increase in size, delegating these types of coordination tasks to
humans will simply not be feasible. In such a dynamic environment, with so many
unknowns, it is clear that fully automated methods for high level inference will
become a necessity.
3. Unknown Topology—Much like the existing Internet, one of the IoT’s main characteristics is the fact that its topology is both unknown and dynamic. As a consequence, applications will often end up depending on services which are not actually available from any single preexisting component of the network at that given
time. For instance, if an application would like to obtain the value of the wind-chill
factor at a certain location, it may happen that the network does not have a windchill sensor in that exact neighborhood. However, if instead the network does have
temperature and wind speed sensors (i.e. anemometer), then a field expert could
easily obtain the desired information through the composition of the temperature
and wind speed readings using the well-known wind-chill equation. This is possible
because the function of a wind-chill sensor is equivalent to the function provided
by the thermometer/anemometer combination put together by the expert. The question is, then: can an IoT middleware perform these types of functional substitutions
on its own without supervision? How can this type of service composition be performed in an optimal manner when the network is massive in scale, with unknown
topology?
4. Unknown Data-Point Availability—A second consequence of the unknown topology is that sometimes there will be no suitable device at the desired geographical
location or, other times, the device has not collected/stored the data-point that is
desired. However, oftentimes the missing data-points can be estimated with a very
high degree of accuracy. For instance, if an application would like to know the temperature at a location where no thermometer exists, then an expert should be able to
estimate the result using the values of the temperature readings in the surrounding
area (for example, with a Kalman filter). Or when the application requires access
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to the location of a car at some time t1 , but only the locations at time t0 and t2 are
known (t0 < t1 < t2 ), then a user versed in Newton’s laws of motion should be
able to calculate the midpoint-speed t1 . But how can these estimations take place
in an automated fashion, without the need for human intervention?
5. Incomplete or Inaccurate Metadata—The solution to many of the challenges
above likely lies on the extensive use of metadata. However, since much of this
metadata must be manually entered by a human operator at installation time, in a
massive network this will surely result in a large amount of incomplete/inaccurate
information due to human error. In addition, some of this information includes characteristics that change over time (e.g., calibration parameters). Therefore, even discounting human error, the state of the metadata in the network is bound to degrade
until it no longer represents reality. In these scenarios, how can missing metadata
be recovered? And how can existing information be monitored and updated when
necessary?
6. Conflict Resolution—Conflict resolution is an issue that arises mainly with actuators, but not so much with sensors. Conflicts arise, for instance, when multiple applications attempt to actuate the same device in opposing ways, or when they would
like to exert mutually-incompatible changes on the environment. For example, in a
scenario where a smart building is able to adapt to people’s personal temperature
preferences, one person may want a choose a temperature of 17C while the other
25C. A human mediator would likely resolve this conflict using the average of the
two temperatures, 21C. However, a much tougher example presents itself in the actuation of pan-tilt-zoom cameras: if one application requires the camera to turn left,
and the other requires it to turn right, how can the network satisfy both applications
— or at least gracefully degrade their quality of service?

3 Related Work
Most middleware solutions for the IoT adopt a service-oriented design in order to support a network topology that is both unknown and dynamic. But while some projects
focus on abstracting the devices in the network as services (such as in HYDRA[1–
3], SENSEI [4], SOCRADES[5], and COBIS[6]), other projects devote more attention
to data/information abstractions and their integrations with services (among which are
SOFIA1 [7], SATware[8], and Global Sensor Networks GSN [9]). A common thread
throughout all of these solutions, however, is that they handle the challenge of unknown
topology through the use of discovery methods that are largely based on the traditional
service/resource discovery approaches of the existing Internet, ubiquitous environments
and Wireless Sensor & Actuator Networks [10–12]. For instance, SOCRADES provides
discovery on two levels, the device level and the service level, which can employ either
standard WS-discovery (for WS Web Service) or a RESTful discovery mechanism (for
RESTful services). COBIS, on the other hand, uses its own service description language COBIL2 (Collaborative Business Item Language) where service functions and
keywords are annotated with a verbal description.
1
2

http://www.sofia-project.eu
http://www.cobil-online.de/cobil/v1.1/
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Another point of agreement in the state-of-the-art in IoT middleware is in the widespread use of semantics and metadata to overcome heterogeneity challenges. Indeed
it is standard practice to use ontologies to model sensors, their domains, and sensor
data repositories [2, 13, 14]. Some projects even go a step further and also include context information[4], or service descriptions[5]. And as a type of service composition,
many projects support the concept of virtual/semantic sensors (for instance, in HYDRA,
GSN and SATware), i.e. entities that abstract several aggregated physical devices under
a single service. A different implementation of a similar idea, though, is provided in
the SATware project: in their work, virtual sensors actually correspond to transformations applied to a set of raw sensor streams to produce another semantically meaningful
stream. Although it can be said that the concept of virtual sensors is a sort of service
composition, one must be careful to point out that this composition is not fully dynamic,
in that the services are first specified at design time, and only then are they dynamically
mapped onto the network at run time. In contrast, a much more flexible type of composition is to perform both operations at run time, through the help of small predefined
composition building blocks as supported by the SENSEI and SOCRADES projects.
Regarding scalability, most IoT projects address this challenge by pursuing modifications in the underlying network topology. At times, this is done by adopting fullydistributed infrastructures (such as in COBIS and SOFIA), and at other times through
an architecture of peer-to-peer clusters (e.g., GSN). In our view, however, while these
approaches work well for the existing Internet (where traffic is made up of a relatively
small amount of service interactions) they are not fit for the complex weave of interactions that will be commonplace in the Internet of Things. In the IoT, a large number of
requests will involve intricate coordination among thousands of things and services,
whereas on today’s Internet most requests are largely point-to-point. Therefore, the
number of packets transmitted in the network will grow strongly nonlinearly as the number of available services increases. In such an environment, performing even a simple
service discovery or composition may exceed acceptable time, processing, and memory
constraints. For this reason, in Section 4, we propose to address the challenge of scalability by modifying the discovery and composition algorithms themselves, rather than
focusing solely on designing optimal network topologies.
Finally, among the aforementioned projects, to the best of our knowledge, none
considers the challenges of data-point availability, inaccurate metadata, and conflict resolution. To address such issues, in our proposed work, we rely on the highlystructured nature of physical information. We design our middleware to support not
only semantic models but also estimation models that perform all of these tasks transparently, in the background, without ever burdening the application with the internal
details of this process. In some ways, it can be said that this aspect of our approach
bears some similarity with Google’s Prediction API3 . This is a web service which allows application writers to train and use classifiers on their own datasets without requiring any knowledge of machine learning or data mining. In our work, however, we
do not aim to compete with the Prediction API, but rather provide the means by which
these kinds of prediction services can be leveraged without the user or applicationwriter even knowing about it. The process, we claim, should be realized in a completely
3

http://code.google.com/apis/predict/
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Fig. 1. Architecture of our IoT middleware

automated manner. To support all of these features, we envision an IoT architecture that
is described in the next section.

4 Blueprints of a Solution
To address the challenges of the IoT, we take a service-oriented approach as commonly
done in the literature, relying heavily on semantics to describe devices, their data, and
their physical attributes. Building upon this semantic, service-oriented foundation, however, we also introduce the support for mathematical models capable of estimation, calibration, and conflict resolution. As a result, our proposed architecture produces a loose
coupling of things and traditional services, all of which can contribute to resolving
sensing/actuation requests, but none of which is strictly required. When one of these
components is not available in the network, our middleware, then, makes use of estimations, approximations, and predictions.
Our envisioned IoT middleware, as shown in Figure 1, consists of three parts: a
Discovery module, and Estimation & Composition module, and a Knowledge Base
(KB). A description of these three modules, and the main innovations that we introduce
in each of them, follows.
4.1 Discovery Module
The process of service discovery consists of two parts: registration and look-up. Registration is the process where each service connects to a server (called a registry) to give
some information about itself, including a network address. Look-up can be described
as finding the services that match a given set of desirable attributes (sensing modality,
geographic location, error characteristics, etc.). However, to address the challenges of
scale described in Section 2-1 we here introduce the concept of probabilistic discovery
to provide, instead, the set of services that can best approximate the result that is being
sought after. In the context of the example from Section 2-1, where a person would
like to find out the average temperature in Paris, the middleware should proceed by
first fetching the definition of “average” from the Knowledge Base, which includes a
description of the well-known equation for the sampling distribution of the mean. This
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equation states that in a network of M sensors, we can afford to instead use only N
sensors (N < M ) to calculate the average temperature within some mean error of e.
Then, with this information the middleware should perform the following actions:
1. Use the provided error equation to estimate the number N of sensors that will be
needed for this request.
2. Produce a random sample of N points in time, space, and other dimensions (such
as sensor/actuator orientation in space, their coverage area, or any other attribute of
a device).
3. Discover N devices in the network that approximately match those N points.
4. Given this set of devices, recalculate the error estimate.
5. Repeat 2–5, depending on whether the new error estimate is satisfactory.
The steps above are an instance of what we call a probabilistic lookup. That is, an
intelligently-constructed query that makes use of probabilities to find approximate sets
of services when exact solutions would be too costly to compute. In a similar manner, another aspect of discovery that can also be made probabilistic is the registration
process. In probabilistic registration, services use non-deterministic functions to determine (1) which registry they should register with, (2) at what times registration should
take place, and (3) what attributes they should register with each registry. Part of our upcoming research will consist on characterizing the different combinations of probability
distributions that can be used throughout the discovery process (during both lookup and
registration), in order to establish the advantages and disadvantages of each discovery
scheme.
4.2 Composition and Estimation Module
As can be seen in Figure 1, the component that is directly in charge of processing
sensing and actuation requests is the Composition & Estimation module. Within this
module, the process responsible for coordinating all tasks is the composition process.
“Composition” consists of finding a dataflow graph that, given a description of the input
parameters and the format of the desired output, connects the available services in order
to produce the desired output from the parameters.
To clarify what this means, let us consider a brute-force implementation of the composition process, consisting of the following phases:
1. Expansion: This step expands the initial query by replacing each term with an
equivalent expression, found by traversing the domain ontology. In this brute-force
implementation, the final result of the expansion phase is a set of all possible combinations of service dataflows that answer the initial query.
2. Mapping: This step takes all dataflows produced by the expansion step and maps
them to the actual network topology. As such, mapping is necessarily performed by
interacting closely with the Discovery module. This phase also interacts with our
device ontology (present in the KB) that models real world devices, to complement
any information found to be missing during the discovery process. The output of the
brute-force mapping step is the set of all possible mappings of the input dataflows
onto the network topology.
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3. Optimal mapping selection: Once all feasible dataflows have been mapped (in the
mapping phase), the IoT middleware must choose one dataflow to enact. In this
phase, therefore, a dataflow that is (in some predefined way) optimal is found and
passed on to the execution block, below.
4. Execution: Now that the best composition of services has been determined for the
query, in the execution step the services are actually accessed and the result is
returned (or stored). In addition, during execution, the middleware must check for
any conflicts that may arise at run-time, in a process that we call conflict resolution.
In an ultra-large-scale network with a large-scale Knowledge Base, seeking an optimal
composition becomes an intractable problem. So instead of pursuing an exact solution
as was done in the brute-force case above, in our research we will pursue the idea of
approximately-optimal composition, where the concepts of expansion and mapping
are modified as follows:
1. Smart expansion: To avoid exhaustively calculating all possible equivalent sets of
dataflows, only one of which will eventually be selected during the optimization
phase, a much smarter approach to expansion is to instead produce a reduced set of
good candidate dataflows. These candidates are the dataflows that have the highest
likelihood of having a matching overlay in the network that satisfies a set of predefined constraints. An example constraint could be that the predicted execution time
should fall within a certain acceptable interval.
2. Probabilistic mapping: Taking as input the set of candidate dataflows from the previous phase, the probabilistic mapping phase differs from regular mapping in that
it does not attempt to find all possible mappings of the input dataflows into the network topology. Instead, this phase will randomly pick a small subset of all implementable mappings by making small, atomic queries to the probabilistic Discovery
module. The result is a much reduced set of dataflow mappings that are computed
in considerably less time and using (hopefully) orders of magnitudes less resources.
So far, all of the new features mentioned above focus on addressing the way the challenges of scale, heterogeneity, and unknown topology magnify one another. However,
in addition to these challenges, we also address the challenge of unknown data-point
availability (Section 2-4), by injecting in the IoT middleware enough knowledge about
sensing, actuation, physics, devices, etc., to be able perform the automated estimation
of any missing data-points. This is possible through the use of physical/statistical models that are provided a priori by field experts and made available in a Knowledge Base.
Then, when a missing data-point is detected, or when more accurate data is requested
by an application, the middleware can apply the provided models onto the timeseries of
measurements from a set of sensors, and therefore estimate the most likely true value
of the data at the desired spatiotemporal point. This process takes place in three steps:
1. Model discovery: Look in the KB for models related to the desired devices.
2. Optimal model selection: Pick the most appropriate models based on a few parameters and a cost function (also specified in the ontology).
3. Estimation execution: Apply the models to the existing historical data from sensors,
using as input parameters the sensor and deployment metadata. This will be done
using pre-developed engines for each model.
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Furthermore, it is likely that the same framework used for automated estimation can be
extended to support auto-calibration and conflict-resolution techniques, given that all
of them rely on enacting expert-provided models stored in the KB. This would address
the challenges described in Sections 2-5 and 2-6. In the case of the former challenge,
the same physical and probabilistic models employed during estimation could even be
reused with little or no changes: here, however, the models would be executed backwards, to extract the parameters given the data (i.e. calibration), rather than estimate the
data given the parameters (estimation).
4.3 Knowledge Base
A key piece that is fundamental to all others listed above is a comprehensive set of
ontologies describing sensors, actuators, physical concepts, physical units, etc., as well
as spatiotemporal and statistical correlation models of the data. This set of ontologies
goes by the name “Knowledge Base”, consisting of three parts:
The Domain Ontology carries information about how different physical concepts are
related to one another. For instance, the “wind chill” concept can be described as a
function two other concepts: “temperature” and “wind speed”. This ontology also links
each physical concept with a set of physical units (“km/h”, “m/s”, etc.) as well as
with the known sensors/actuators that can measure/change them.
The Device Ontology stores information regarding actual hardware devices that may
exist in the network, including manufacturers, models, type of device, etc., and connects
each device to related concepts in other ontologies (for example, which physical units
it uses when outputting data, what is the device’s transfer function, etc.).
Finally, the Estimation Ontology contains information about different estimation
models (“linear interpolation”, “Kalman filter”, “naı̈ve Bayesian learning”, etc.), the
equations that drive them, the services that implement them, and so on.
Turning once again to the example from Section 2-3, what should be clear is that even
the simplest-looking requests, upon closer inspection, end up requiring a rather complex
composition of services in order to obtain an accurate result. However, it is likely that
once the IoT infrastructure is in place, the most common requests will certainly be much
more complex than the examples in this paper. Therefore, one of the greatest challenges
in building a middleware for the IoT lies in envisioning an architecture that can grow
and adapt to new, unforeseen situations. We believe that the system outline presented
here fulfills this requirement. By deriving its composition and estimation decisions from
models entered by domain experts in a Knowledge Base, our middleware is built from
the ground up to evolve with the ever-changing demands of future IoT applications.

5 Conclusion
We have described the core challenges of the Internet of Things, and analysed the stateof-the-art within the context of these challenges. We, then, proposed an IoT middleware
that addresses these challenges through probabilities and approximations. Our middleware adopts a service-oriented architecture to abstract all sensors and actuators as services in order to hide their heterogeneity, and relies heavily on a knowledge base that
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carries information about sensors, actuators, manufacturers, physical concepts, physical units, data models, error models, etc. To address challenges stemming from the
IoT’s massive scale and deep heterogeneity, we concentrate on three core research contributions: probabilistic discovery, approximately-optimal composition, and automated
estimation. Together, these three contributions will allow our middleware to respond to
sensing or actuation requests while managing the complex relationship between accuracy and time, memory, processing, and energy constraints.
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